
 

Is Digitization push among the Top Indian IT Services Players paying off – 
UnearthInsights Point of View 

 
In the last couple of years Top Indian IT services firms have made lot of investment and noise around 
digitization and automation through AI platforms but a true reflection of impact of these would emerge 
from interesting investor metrics. Top three Indian IT services firms have hired digitally skilled talent from 
product firms, startups and have invested heavily in up-skilling large number of resources internally but do 
metrics such Revenue Growth correlated with Headcount Growth, Revenue Per Employee and EBIT in 
last three years show impact or indicate that these investments are paying off incremental return on 
investment. 
 
Table 1 – Investment of Top Indian IT Services firms into Digital/Automation Platforms 

 
Indian IT 
Players 

Automation 
Platform/Products 

# employees trained 
on Digital 

Claimed Digital 
Revenues Customers Impacted 

TCS 

Ignio 
TAP 
iON 

CHROMA 
MasterCraft 

200,000+ TCSers gained 
500,000+ new Digital 
competencies in FY17 

$3 billion for FY17 
29% Y-o-Y growth 

Currently being used in the areas 
of Infrastructure Outsourcing & 
BPO and 24 patents filled against 
Ignio. 

Infosys Infosys Automation 
Platform (IAP) 

46,000 employees trained on 
various digital competencies. 
1,35,000 employees trained 
on design thinking. 

Does not declare 

18 active clients & 900 with 
partial adoption on IAP. 11,000+ 
jobs released due to automation 
in FY17 and 3,900 headcount 
reductions in FY16 

Wipro Holmes 

Trained 39,600 employees in 
digital skills in FY17 and 
overall they have 61,000 
technical employees trained 
on digital skills 

Does not declare 
~350 client solutioned through 
Holmes for IO deals and 4,500 
roles eliminated in FY16 

 
While these players are making the right moves, there is a worrying trend of insourcing among captive 
centers of these clients who are building high end technology capabilities in AI, IoT and analytics focusing 
on IP creation on product/platforms internally impacting their digitization push. Each of $100 million clients 
of these players are building “Innovation Centers and Hubs” to digitally disrupt their business models 
indicating a very limited upside to push for digital transformation or high value services to these services 
players. 
 
Table 2 – Insourcing Trend of Captives of large clients of Indian IT Services Players 
(Illustrative) 
 

GIC/Captive In-House Captive Vs Tech 
Outsourcing  

UBS India 40:60 down from 30:70 few years 
back (Targeting 60:40 by 2018) 

It’s spending $1 billion to standardise an IT 
platform across its wealth management 
business but through its second 
development centre in India. Traditionally 
Cognizant and TCS were its primary choice 
for IT/BPO outsourcing. 

American Express India 50:50 down from 40:60 few years 
back 

American Express is approaching AI & has 
built up an organization of ~1,500 data 
scientists (primarily in India and the United 
States), a growing number of whom are 
undertaking cognitive work. 

JC Penney India 60:40 down from 40:60 few years 
back 

Believes strongly that captive will deliver 
better quality. Plans to hire ~1000 people 
across software and business functions in its 



 

new technology centre in Bengaluru as part 
of a broader “insourcing” drive 

General Electric India 50:50 down from 30:70 few years 
back 

Bringing back intellectual property in-house 
and focusing on advanced technologies. 

Apple India 40:60 down from 30:70 few years 
back (Targeting 60:40) 

Apple Hyderabad and Bengaluru will 
accelerate Maps development and create up 
to 4,000 jobs. Bengaluru will focus on iOS 
design and development centre to support 
iOS developers in the country. Infosys & 
Cognizant were main beneficiaries of its 
back-office outsourcing. 

Goldman Sachs India 60:40 down from 40:60 few years 
back (Targeting 70:30) 

In 2019, it expects to open a $250m campus 
on Bangalore with a seat capacity of 9,000 
employees. 

Combination of digital disruptions, insourcing and lack of investment into solution/platform approach are 
clearly taking a toll on Top three Indian IT services firms metrics such as Revenue correlated to 
headcount, Revenue per employee and most importantly EBIT.  
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Higher proportion of net headcount for revenues 
clearly shows digitization push has done little to help 
these players move towards non-linear growth. In 
FY17 TCS and Wipro’s revenue grew by 5.7% and 
4.9% respective adding 9.4% & 5.2% headcount 
respective. Infosys is an exception beating this trend. 
In FY17 Infosys added 3.3% net headcount for a 
revenue growth of 7.7% and Q1FY18 was also in 
positive direction towards non-linear revenue growth. 
 
While there would be a valid argument that these 
players generate revenues from BPO business which 
unfortunately seems to be highly linear for them. TCS 
generates ~12% of its revenues BPO, Wipro 
generates 10% and Infosys generates ~5% of 
revenues from BPO. But if overall revenue per 
employee and profitability of these players are getting 
dragged due to BPO then it is imperative for them to 
either sell this business similar to IBM or create a 
separate listed entity or move quickly towards non-
linear / automated BPO platforms similar to 
pureplay’s like 24/7 and Genpact who have slowly 
moved up the value chain with Digital Chat Agents to 
automate customer/technical support and Intelligent 
Digital Assistant/Digital Cora to contextualize 
traditional OTC, PTP, and RTR processes enabling 
margin improvements and revenue per employee 
respectively. 
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TCS, Infosys and Wipro together generated 
$35.6 billion revenues with 7,69,429 employees 
& revenue per employee of $46,237 in FY17 
which is nearly 1/3rd of Accenture’s revenue per 
employee of $1,31,237 for $36 billion revenues. 
As of FY17 Revenue per employee have 
degrown by 6.1% and 5.3% respectively for TCS 
and Wipro from FY15 while Infosys has shown a 
marginal improvement of 3.9% for the same 
period on back of leadership reskilling on design 
thinking and CEO’s significant time investment 
with marquee clients however degrowth of 
revenue per employee leaves a lot to be desired 
for these three top Indian IT services players 
where employee are their assets and spend 
significant amount of their revenues on them. 
 



 

 

 
 
 

 
 
Few disruptive and co-creation recommendations that we at Tomorrow believes will help the IT 
platform/services industry survive the automation tide and continue to provide high value technology 
solution to clients and most importantly continue to provide employment to knowledge 
workforce/graduating talent in India. 
 

• Co-owned Product/Services Innovation – If IT services firms truly want to move up the value 
chain and increase revenue per employee then they would need to work with their end clients to 
disrupt and co-create technology products/platforms/solutions that drive client revenues. This 
requires bold clients for whom either technology products drive their business or is nearly 30% of 
their costs. Example: If a banking client or set of banking clients whose revenue per branch is 
lower or customer spread is wider from average deposits, average spend or age cluster or 
transaction value then then IT product/services partners can look to co-create a platform enabling 
light branch banking, cloud servers, data analytics, channel agnostic marketing which would help 
these banks cut down operating costs eventually increasing margins/revenues and a major chunk 
of improved margins can be shared with technology partners. Another example could be potential 
future of travel industry wherein future competitors of Airbnb can jointly own technology platform 
which is nearly 60% to 70% of their operating spend and focus on core business. 

• Hybrid Technology Maintenance Centers – India has 50+ technology & BPO captives of 
US/UK banks and all of them have outsourced maintenance services to one of Indian IT players 
however disruption in Fintech/banking from robo advisors, machine learning driven investment 
management, digital light banking to algorithm predicting and auto-allocating loans is 
transforming the FinTech landscape and will eventually lead to shrinking revenues from BFSI 
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TCS and Wipro have witnessed a steady rise in 
employee cost as a % of revenue on back of 
Digital/niche hiring, Reduced composition of 
fresher for fixed price projects, increased local 
hiring in US & other GEO’s to combat visa 
issues.  
 
With 0.2% reduction Infosys has done well to 
control employee cost as a % of revenue @ 
54.8% on back of automation by moving large 
chunk of work in fixed price projects. Since FY16 
both TCS and Wipro have seen ~1% jump in 
employee cost as a % of revenue. Increase in 
Q1FY18 would be negated over next three 
quarters on back of cost optimization initiatives. 
 

As of Q1FY18 EBIT/margins have dipped 
drastically. Since FY16 Wipro has witnessed 
biggest dip in EBIT by -11.1% followed by -
9.3% for TCS and -3.9% for Infosys which 
indicates both TCS and Wipro continue to 
chase low value work. Top three Indian IT 
services players are most vocal on automation 
or investment in digital skill training but EBIT 
margin clearly shows digitization push is not 
paying off atleast in the short run however 
Infosys seems to be showing lot of positive 
signs along with some of the interesting Tier II 
IT services players. 



 

which today contributes to over 50% of services industry revenues. Future of low value IT 
services such as technical support, infrastructure management, trading platform maintenance etc 
can move to “Personal Capital” like platform which offers a "robo-hybrid" advisor offering end 
customers technical support/advice, mobile platform maintenance/downtime predictions to banks 
and intelligence to drive right products leveraging cognitive analytics. 

• Techno-Domain Workforce on Demand – In the age of hyper technology automation there will 
be technology services that will get fully automated and there will be some which will require 
human intervention. Future of some of technology services could get commoditized with a 
platform which can let’s say provide automated testing, intelligent asset management, chatbot 
driven L1/L2 infrastructure support, cloud migration services on demand and predictive analytics 
with a layer of domain specialists that leverage outcomes of automated technology solution and 
analytics to help clients drive prescriptive actions into their businesses to improve either margins 
or revenues. Firms could charge premium for such workforce or build assets that can be solved 
on a SaaS model to clients. 

 
Challenges of both these are similar from identifying future disruptions of their industries, business 
models and future of work for optimally designing short and medium-term strategies for adopting right 
technology solution to hiring talent for building future ready products. Leveraging researched best 
practices, predictive analytics and technology solutions that integrate Artificial Intelligence in workplace 
operations will enable them to focus on disrupting their core business. 
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